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Dear Fernando Álvarez Noguera 
Editor-in-Chef 

Revista Mexicana de Biodiversidad 
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Tel: (55)5622-9164 

  

I am pleased to submit an original research article titled " “Long time no see”: a 

redescription of Orientatractis leiperi (Nematoda: Atractidae) parasite of 

Podocnemis unifilis (Testudine: Podocnemididae) from Pará State, Brazil " for 

publication in Revista Mexicana de Biodiversidad.  

We believe that this manuscript is appropriate for publication in your journal 

because it presents novel information on systematic and morphology of Orientatractis 

leiperi using light and scanning electron microscopy. 

We identified for the first time Orientatractis leiperi Buckley, 1969 parasitizing 

a new host in a new locality after 50 years since the original description. It is also 

important to point out that in the original description the author reports that the 

specimens used in the description were partially deteriorated, thus in our work we 

redescribe adding new morphological data to this species. 

Then, this work is likely to be of broad interest to the readership of Revista 

Mexicana de Biodiversidad because of the wide relevance of parasitic nematodes in 

general and because our findings will be helpful in identifying this species of nematode.  

This manuscript has not been published and is not under consideration for 

publication elsewhere. We have no conflicts of interest to disclose. All authors have 

read and approved the final version of the manuscript. Thank you for your 

consideration, and we look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience. 

The paper was edited for proper English language, grammar, punctuation, 

spelling and overall style by an English native speaker. 
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The authors suggest researchers who would be suitable to analyze our 

submission:  

 

1. Dra. Cynthya Elizabeth Gonzalez 

Investigador Asistente Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas 

(CONICET), Centro de Ecología Aplicada del Litoral (CECOAL),  

Ruta 5, km 2.5, 3400 Corrientes, Argentina.  

E-mail: cynthyaelizabethg@hotmail.com. 

 

2. Dr. Yuriy Kuzmin 

Schmalhausen Institute of Zoology of the NAS of Ukraine, 

B. Chmielnicky str., 15, Kiev, 01601 Ukraine 

E-mail: rhabdias@izan.kiev.ua / rhabdias@gmail.com 

 

3. Charles R. Bursey 

Department of Biology, Pennsylvania State University, Shenango Campus, Sharon, 

Pennsylvania 16146.      

E-mail: cxb13@psu.edu 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Francisco Tiago de Vasconcelos Melo 
Adjunct Professor - Federal University of ParáBiomedical Scientist - Ph.D. in Biology of 

Infectious and Parasitic AgentsLaboratory of Cell Biology and Helminthology "Profa. Dra. 

Reinalda Marisa Lanfredi" 

e-mail: ftiago@ufpa.br / ftiago86@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 


